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VISION
Carrbridge, a community working together
to make sure capercaillie will be in Scotland
for everyone, forever!
Passionate about playing our small part
in global wildlife survival.

INTRODUCTION
Since releasing the Carrbridge Capercaillie Conservation
Strategy earlier this year, we have observed closely as
capercaillie in Scotland have fought their way through
another breeding season.
Sadly, the outcomes in some areas are not good.
Capercaillie are no longer in serious decline ... they are on the
brink of extinction. Right here ... right now.
We absolutely cannot lose these birds from Scotland.
Therefore, we need to explore some potentially challenging
solutions to try and save this icon of Scottish wildlife. And we
need to do this fast.
And, whilst some of this may include thinking and acting differently,
our intentions are solely to find ways of saving capercaillie, so that
they remain “in Scotland for everyone, forever!”
The time for action ... is now.
Please read this document with an open mind and remember,
this is about saving part of the nature around us which has given
us so much joy over these difficult months.
Carrbridge Capercaillie Group

THE STORY SO FAR
Last year we commissioned some research to identify how the
community of Carrbridge felt about capercaillie conservation.
Over 80% of respondents ‘strongly agreed’ or ‘agreed’ that ‘we
should protect capercaillie for future generations’ and ‘ensure
capercaillie will always be in Scotland’. In response, the Carrbridge
Capercaillie Conservation Strategy was born.
We wrote the strategy using the representative research data so
that it reflects the common ground in the community. The data we
used and the strategy is available at cairngormscapercaillie.scot
We published the strategy for consultation in June to enable
everyone in the community to share their views about it.
8% of residents took part and we provided three virtual Q&A
sessions for people to ask us questions and discuss the strategy
in more detail.
The consultation results were published in August on
cairngormscapercaillie.scot and in the Carrbridge Capercaillie
Newsletter, posted to all households.

We’d like to thank everyone who took part in the consultation.
The results were overwhelmingly positive.
y 75% of respondents ‘really liked’ or ‘liked’ the strategy
y 73% of respondents ‘really liked’ or ‘liked’ the Key
Actions in the strategy
y When asked if the strategy could be strengthened, 60%
responded ‘no, I think it’s a good start’ or ‘I’m not sure’
Residents who felt the strategy could be strengthened provided
some constructive comments which we’ve taken on board. But
overall, residents shared more comments related to the following
Key Actions than anything else:
1. Increase our understanding of factors affecting capercaillie
and implement activities that can help
2. Focus on opportunities to enjoy the Carrbridge area
while minimising impacts on capercaillie

We will focus on these two Key Actions for the next six months and
this Action Plan outlines how. However, we will also focus on a third
Key Action:
3. Increase awareness of the plight of capercaillie
We feel that increasing people’s awareness of the plight of capercaillie
is important following some deeply concerning survey results from
capercaillie breeding areas in Kinveachy Forest this August.
We have not forgotten about the other Key Actions in the strategy,
but as lots involve people meeting face to face, we’re aiming to pick
them back up in the spring when Covid restrictions will hopefully have
eased.
Since we published the strategy it has also received an enormous
boost. £100,000 is now available to develop and deliver it over the next
three years.
This funding is part of the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project which was
successful in its application to the National Lottery Heritage Fund this
summer. The project is now delivering essential actions for capercaillie
across the National Park, including helping other communities to follow
our lead and develop their own plans to help capercaillie.

OUR PRIORITIES
WINTER - SPRING 2021
Key Action #1 from the strategy:
Increase our understanding of factors affecting capercaillie
and implement activities that can help
The capercaillie population in Kinveachy Forest have not bred well this
year. Only one chick was found in all of the capercaillie areas surveyed
and the survey results suggest the adult population may also have
crashed. But we can help.
We can leave this incredibly fragile population in peace. We can
avoid increasing their stress levels. Avoid flushing and tiring them.
We can all give them a fighting chance to bounce back.
The representative data we used to write the strategy identified
community consensus around:
y a willingness to change certain behaviours to protect capercaillie
y voluntarily avoiding a capercaillie area during sensitive times of year
y a willingness to follow local signage for the benefit of capercaillie
y promoting responsible access and dog walking
y a willingness to report suspected wildlife crime,
e.g. people disturbing a lek
We feel that the time is now to
turn this consensus into action.
We want to take a proactive
approach and do everything
we can to help.

Actions needed for
capercaillie survival
1. Voluntarily avoid
capercaillie areas
during sensitive times
of year
2. Responsible access
and dog walking
3. Responsible wildlife
watching and
photography
4. Prosecution of people
who commit wildlife
crime by knowingly
disturbing capercaillie

Actions to be taken
Winter - Spring 2021

y Work with the community to

identify areas to voluntarily avoid
at sensitive times of year

y Collaborate on new signage

with landowners and relevant
organisations

y Work with professional dog

walkers to identify solutions

y Work with professional guides,
birders and photographers to
identify solutions

y Work with the Community Ranger
and Wildlife Crime Officer

5. Address current
research gaps related
to capercaillie

y Discuss options within SOAC

6. Direct support from
Scottish Government

partners and the Scottish
Capercaillie Group

7. Create more
habitat quickly, e.g.
by restructuring
existing woodlands

with the Access Authority

y Collaborate with project

y Fast track the recruitment of

an army of volunteers to help
create more habitat quickly

y Commission a capercaillie
population estimate

y Survey current predator

activity in capercaillie areas
in Kinveachy Forest

y Discuss predator issues
with NatureScot

y Explore options for researching

the impact of ticks on capercaillie

Key Action #3 from the strategy:

Increase awareness of the plight of capercaillie

Actions
Action needed
needed for
for
capercaillie survival
1. More people and a
wider range of people
aware of the plight of
capercaillie
2. Safeguard the local
lek sites and breeding
areas from April to
August and report
suspected wildlife
crime
3. A high quality,
immersive ‘capercaillie
experience’ that
doesn’t put the
birds at risk

Actions
Actionstotobe
betaken
taken
Winter
Winter--Spring
Spring2021
2021

y Work with the project’s

Communications Officer

y Input to the project’s

Communications Plan

y Test new messages as part of
collaborative work on signage
with landowners and relevant
organisations

y Maintain the Carrbridge

Capercaillie Newsletter and keep
delivering it to all households

y Keep the Carrbridge Nature
noticeboard up to date

y Develop plans to be part of the
global #withNature2020 event
(postponed due to Covid-19,
rescheduled for May 2021)

y Work with the Community Ranger
and Wildlife Crime Officer

y Work with Landmark and the

Carrbridge Business and Tourism
Association to scope ideas
for a high quality, immersive
capercaillie experience,
e.g. using virtual reality

Key Action #4 from the strategy:

Focus on opportunities to enjoy the Carrbridge area while
minimising impacts on capercaillie
Actions needed for
capercaillie survival

Actions to be taken
Winter - Spring 2021

1. Improve entrance
ways into woods which
are less sensitive for
capercaillie

y Work with the Community Ranger

2. Improve trails and
signage in areas
less sensitive for
capercaillie, e.g. the
riverside walk

y Work with landowners, the CNPA

3. Explore an updated
version of the existing
trails map / leaflet for
the village available in
paper copy, via an app
(Happi Capi Api) and
on a display board in
the village

to collate existing trail information
and audit all trails and signage for
improvement
Access Team, the Community
Council and landscape designers
to explore options for improving
the path network around the
village

y Collaborate with the Carrbridge
Business and Tourism
Association and landowners

y Explore match funding options

We are extremely grateful for the support of the
Carrbridge & Vicinity Community Council.
We are also grateful for the opportunity to work with all
of the partners involved in the Cairngorms Capercaillie
Project. For more information about the project please
visit cairngormscapercaillie.scot
Carrbridge Capercaillie Group
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